CORPORATE PROFILE | TSHWANE

SUMMARY

MEDICARE 24 TSHWANE WAS ESTABLISHED WITH THE
AIM OF PROVIDING A HOLISTIC WELLNESS SOLUTION,
RANGING FROM HEALTHCARE RIGHT THROUGH TO
FINANCIAL WELLNESS. THIS SOLUTION IS SUITABLE
FOR CORPORATES, AS WELL AS FOR INDIVIDUALS.
Medicare 24 boasts comprehensive services within its basket of offerings, namely:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Primary Health Care
Occupational Health Care
Public Clinic Facilities
Medical and Hospital Facility Management
Employee Assistance Programmes (EAP)
Training

The Primary Health Care and Occupational Health solutions are tailor made to meet the specific
needs and demands of the clients.
The management and staff of Medicare 24 have been delivering Primary and Occupational Health
Care as well as Emergency Medical Services to various industries for over a decade. These industries
include:
•
•
•
•
•

Gaming
Mining
Engineering
Freight
Hospitality and Blue Chip Corporates

Integrated Wellness Management Systems have decreased absenteeism and proven to be cost
effective.
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T S H WA N E
VUSIMUSI MATLALA
MEDICARE 24 TSHWANE (PTY) LTD
VUSIMUSI MATLALA – CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Vusimusi Matlala has been an entrepreneur most of his life. He is a successful business owner in many industries. Vusimusi is
from the community of Mamelodi and is the main driver behind bringing quality private health care to the members of the
community and ensuring that the community is uplifted in the process.
Because businesses serve a critical role in driving more inclusive and sustainable development, companies like Medicare 24 can
create a positive impact by improving and growing development. Our Enterprise Development Initiative involves the growing
of small and medium-sized black businesses through the provision of finance and support, assisting business development and
sustainability. Programmes like these could lead to long term economic growth for entrepreneurs, their families and friends and
their entire communities.
Our objective is to teach potential entrepreneurs, like Vusi, how to create a sustainable business that will grow and increase job
creation, which in turn contributes to economic growth.
Through this programme, we aim to transfer skills and wealth as well as encourage the sustainable growth of Vusi’s business, by
passing on knowledge, experience and offering business support. This will provide him with the essential tools and resources that
can then be used for the development, survival and success of his business.
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O U R VA L U E S

HEALTH EMPOWERMENT
Our core value is to increase the health and vitality of every individual who requires care. This
means that in addition to treating an illness we pro-actively educate and motivate each individual
to strive for and maintain a healthy of body and mind.

SUSTAINABLE SERVICES
We believe that a healthier individual leads to a healthier business. We therefore strive to keep
individuals healthy – both mentally and physically.

PROFESSIONALISM
We adhere to all laws and ethics governing our business units within the land in which we operate.
We understand and appreciate that these laws protect the rights of the individual and ensure our
service standards together with our reputation are kept in good standing. (Following the Batho
Pele initiative).

QUALITY SERVICE
We believe that all individuals deserve the best health care we can provide. Our I.T platform
ensures compliance and constant improvement in service delivery.

PERSONALISED SERVICE
Industries are now governed by automated systems. We value human interaction and the
reassurance that in these automated industries there is a person to assist you with your enquiry.

INTEGRITY AND TRUST
Our employees understand that the trust built with an individual significantly affects the
individual’s willingness to restore his or her health and furthermore, to maintain sound health.

BLACK ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT
We value the idea and proposition of investing in individuals who were previously disadvantaged
yet hold the potential to further, not only themselves, but the communities in which they reside.

ENVIRONMENT
We live in a world that is dependent on its occupants to spare its existence.
We encourage and support green initiatives that will not only assist us in reducing our footprint,
but those that promise a sustainable tomorrow for the society.
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OUR VISION

OUR MISSION

We will achieve our vision by continuously
investing and training individuals
and endorsing the principles of Black
Economic Empowerment. We will
establish high quality, Primary Health,
Occupational Health and Training Centres
in all high and medium density areas in
South Africa – and the rest of Africa. All
product offerings will encompass the
vision of both affordable and high quality
care so as to empower every member
in terms of all aspects of mental and
physical health.

TO H AV E T H E
BEST TRAINED
AND EFFICIENT
TEAMS, OFFERING
AFFORDABLE,
WORLD-CLASS
SOLUTIONS
P E R TA I N I N G TO T H E
H E A LT H , M I N D A N D
O C C U PAT I O N A L
FITNESS OF
OUR CLIENTS;
A N D C R E AT E
S U S TA I N A B L E
BUSINESS IN
B OT H LO C A L A N D
I N T E R N AT I O N A L
MARKETS.
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BUSINESS
CONTINGENCY
PLAN
Medicare 24 has dedicated their efforts through the optimisation of the company structure to ensure the
sustainability and growth continuously. Our organogram consists of a flow through structure to eliminate the risk of
sole responsibility and to define the recovery process developed to restore critical business functions.

BBBEEE STATUS
We value the idea and proposition of investing in individuals who were previously disadvantaged yet hold the
potential to further not only themselves but the communities in which they reside.
The rating was performed by renaissance SA rating (Pty) Ltd SANAS accredited BBBEE verification Agency.
Medicare 24 Corporate Services (Pty) Ltd has a BBBEE procurement recognition level of 135% and is rated as a Level
One Contributor. Our company stays committed to government’s imperatives on transformation.

CHANGING THE FUTURE OF THE
M E D I C A L S E R V I C E I N D U S T R Y I S F I N A L LY
E X T E N D I N G I T S H A N D R I G H T N O W.
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OUR DELIVERY
PROMISE
Medicare 24 promises affordable and meaningful service offerings that will benefit the human capital of a business
and therefore the business itself.
This strategic risk focus ensures the executive committee or the company’s board are the home of health and
wellness management. Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) for the programme are ideally monitored by the CEO or
MD and reported at the board meeting – just like any other business risk.
We have carefully crafted solutions that will help maintain optimum performance of the individual. We understand
the only true competitive advantage is your human capital and the service they provide, thus we know that an
investment in an organisations health and wellness makes strategic and competitive sense: an investment in
wellness is an investment in asset management.
The impact on the company is simply to monitor and evaluate and is evident within a short period of time,
reflecting as savings in the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Decreased absenteeism
Increase staff retention
Reduction in recruitment and training costs
Lower payroll burden for overtime and temporary staff
Lower administration costs
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GOVERNANCE &
COMPLIANCE

Medicare 24 is governed and regulated by two primary external parties, the Department
of Labour and independent auditors. There are also extensive internal measures to
ensure the security of clients’ information. Medicare 24 carries sufficient professional
indemnity, fidelity insurance and directors’ and officers’ liability cover.
The board of directors regularly reviews the mix of skills and experience of employees
in order to assess the effectiveness of the services offered. Medicare 24 has an internal
audit, risk and compliance committee that independently reports to the board of
directors.

FACT
•
•
•

Medicare 24 has public liability insurance for all employees to the value of
R5 000 000 per contract site.
Medicare 24 has malpractice Insurance to the value of R10 000 000 per
contract site.
A VAT clearance certificate is available on request. Letter of good standing from the
Department of Labour (compensation commissioner) is available on request.

A C C R E D I TAT I O N S

Medicare 24, its Directors, Management and / or relevant staff members are accredited with the following government
department and / or professional organisation:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Department of Labour
Department of Health
Health and Welfare Sector Education and Training Authority (HWSETA)
Institute of Safety Management (IOSM)
National Fire Prevention Association (NFPA)
Health Professions Council of South Africa (HPCSA)
South African Nursing Council (SANC)
Board of Health Care Funders (BHF)
Safety, Health, Environmental and Quality Consulting (SHEQ)
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TRAINING

TASA
The Medicare 24 group has an entity that has been specifically tasked to look at the education
and training of raw, ambitious and workable talent. This entity is the Training Academy of South
Africa (TASA).
TASA shares the same vision as the group and is responsible for ensuring that they can fulfill a
unified vision. TASA aims to convert young ambition into emerging talent and invest the time
into those that have also been previously disadvantaged yet hold the capabilities of transforming
themselves and their communities.
TASA offers flexible delivery options in education and training and together with its corporate
clients, aims to develop learning programmes that best suit the individual needs and
commitments.
The Training Academy of South Africa was granted accreditation as an education and training
provider within the HWSETA (Health and Welfare Sector/Education and Training Authority)
registered on the National Qualification Framework (NQF). TASA includes holding accreditation
as an education and training provider within the Department of Labour as a recognised First Aid
provider (Levels 1,2 and 3). Full Qualifications include: NC: Community Health Work NQF Level
2, NC: Occupational Health, Safety and Environment and FETC: Community Health Work NQF
Level 4.
At TASA, we aim to provide superior education practices that gives rise to high standards of
service.
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES

MY HEALTH BLUE
My Health is the full day-to-day Primary Health Care Solution that includes
limited visits to our clinics, all basic medication and a wellness programme.
The My Health programme focuses upon providing high quality, efficient
Primary Health Care at a monthly fee which both low and middle-income
individuals/families can afford. My Health is a specific medical service
programme provided by Medicare 24.
Medicare 24 employ their own medical staff with dispensing licenses, which
make it possible to provide our clients with a one-stop-shop for your Primary
Health Care needs.
At Medicare 24 we manage ones health quickly and effectively. Our clients do
not have to make an appointment to be seen by a doctor/nurse, patients can
simply visit our practice when needed. With the My Health Blue programme,
additional fees may apply according to how often one visits the practice. This is
excluded in their monthly payment fee.
Our Medicare 24 medical practice employees can prescribe scheduled
medication in the event where the treatment required a illness requires
advanced intervention. Prescriptions will also be issued to patients should the
medication not form part of the practice formulary.
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MY HEALTH RED
•

•
•

We provide only Primary and Occupational Health Care Services, which is
more than 89% of all illnesses – but not specialist treatments, hospitalisation,
nor conditions not considered by the Government as treatable within a 		
Primary Health Care setting. This is how we ensure our services are affordable.
We employ our own highly qualified and dedicated doctors and clinical 		
associates at our medical practice.
One can legally join the My Health programme and be a medical aid scheme
member at the same time. People with medical aid often become 		
members of the My Health programme to prevent their medical aid 		
benefits from running out before the end of each year. By joining the 		
My Health programme, your Primary Health Care costs are covered at 		
a very low monthly fee and you can use your medical aid scheme benefits for
other services such as pathology, radiology, dentistry, optometry, specialists
and hospitalisation.

Clients/Patients are issued with individual member identity cards, with four tier
options available to choose from within the My Health wellness programme.
Family members and dependants have an option to be included on ones
individual scheme.
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE OFFERING
This service consists of conducting pre-employment, annual and exit medical examinations together
with compiling reports and submission of relevant non-confidential information to the Human Resources
Department pertaining to the status of the patient if fit/unfit for work. Occupational Health also looks into
medical surveillance, health and safety, counselling services, absenteeism management, health awareness
campaigns and member education.

CLINIC SERVICE OFFERING
Offers on-site assistance with respect to disease prevention, diagnosing of illnesses, treatment of illnesses
and primary health diseases. Medication is dispensed at no cost to the individual. Staff enjoy the benefit of
visiting the clinic as often as they feel necessary. One of the main benefits of the on-site clinic, is the return
on investment for the employer, based on a decreased absenteeism rate and higher productivity levels.

PARAMEDICAL SERVICES
Our expertise also lend themselves to Paramedical services. We have been offering on-site paramedical
services to our clients for over a decade. We cater to your specific needs and requirements in terms of
the number of medics needed together with the function you would require them to perform on-site.
All our medics are responsible and trained for the stabilisation and treatment of all medical and trauma
emergencies on the premises. We are in partnership with ER24. This partnership allows members belonging
to our on-site clinics the opportunity to enrol themselves and six family members on the system to make
use of ambulances that belong to the ER24 fleet at no additional cost. We have long-standing relationships
with a large and reputable network of ambulance service providers within South Africa, namely: Mibern
Medical and Netcare 911.

HIV MANAGEMENT
The Wellness Program takes a multi-disciplinary approach executed over an agreed time period in order
to establish high levels of service at all times. Medicare 24 HIV management is comprised of four phases,
namely: education and awareness, establishment of an HIV committee, free Voluntary Counselling and
Testing (VCT) and a Positive Living Programme.

PRIMARY HEALTH CARE
We establish, implement and maintain Primary Health Care Clinics. Primary Health Care pertains to
preventative care services that have to be rendered on a sustainable and easy accessible basis. All Medicare
24 Clinics operate according to the needs and requirements of the specific client.
Primary Health Care makes use of medical care as a first line of treatment. The main focus of Primary
Health Care is health screening and early diagnosis and treatment of illnesses. It is the primary phase before
hospitalisation and specialist care. Primary Health Care covers 85% of most common illnesses.
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WELLNESS
4 LIFE

Wellness 4 Life provides Voluntary Counselling and Testing for HIV (VCT) and Occupational Health
Services.
VCT (Voluntary Counselling and Testing for HIV) encompasses testing people for HIV in order to
establish the actual infection rate within South Africa, for the purpose of business projecting production
levels and income for the future. Occupational Health entails the screening of the employee based on
standards and specifications outlined in the OHS Act of South Africa.
The main purpose of Occupational Health is the identification of underlying health problems, together
with the identification of health problems that develop as a result of the employee conducting his/her
normal duties. This service includes employee medicals and Occupational Health Training.
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THE OPPORTUNITY

CLINICS

The Bill of Rights in Section 27 of the Constitution of The Republic of South Africa (1996) states that
access to healthcare is a basic human right. However, South Africa is facing an ongoing crisis in the
public healthcare delivery system.
South Africa has an inadequate PHC system. The poor system has roots in the colonial period and the
place of residence determines the type of health care individuals receive.
To date, South Africa still demonstrates the inequitable distribution of health care resources and
inadequate quality health care for all. PHC services are aimed at promoting health, preventing illness,
curing diseases and, where the need arises, referring a patient to hospital. The services are provided at
clinics, community health centres and district hospitals within each province. Expenditure on health
programmes as a share of total government expenditure appears stable and averages around 13.5
percent of total government spend. However, allocations to provincial health programmes over the
Medium-Term Expenditure framework shows no signs of positive growth, which is concerning.
Governments everywhere are grappling with rising healthcare costs and increased demand for
healthcare services in the face of ongoing budget constraints. As governments struggle to stretch
their healthcare funding and produce better results, many are increasingly turning to Public – Private
Partnerships (PPPs) with the private sector.
PPPs are initiatives that establish a contract between a public agency and a private entity (forprofit or not-for-profit) for the provision of services, facilities and/or equipment. A PPP exists when
members of the public sector, such the state, and/or local officials and agencies, join with members
of the private sector, for example service providers, employers, media, civic groups and other service
providers, in pursuit of a common vision and goal. In equal partnerships, all of the partners bring
resources to the table, contribute to the development and implementation of the project, and benefit
from its results. One of the obvious benefits of PPP’s is sustainable, quality healthcare for all South
Africans.
Sustainability is an elusive concept, both in theory and in practice. Although cross-sector
collaboration can be complex and challenging, the ongoing logic suggests that it is a viable path to
progress.
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MOBILE CLINIC

Medicare 24 Mobile services was established for all
mobile clinic facilities. These on-the-move units are
designed for communities that are in rural areas and
cannot access transport to any government clinic
facility. We therefore bring quality healthcare to your
doorstep with a mobile bus that we convert into a
state of the art Healthcare Facility.

TRAILER UNITS

Mobile trailer units can be placed on various sites and
be moved to another when patient care is completed.
We normally use these units for Occupational
Health Care for Corporate companies that require
Occupational Health Services. Recently we created
a Primary Health Care facility that is mobile and we
place these mobile clinics at different locations.
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C O N TA I N E R
CLINIC OPTION

Our core value is to increase the health and vitality of
every individual who requires care. Shipping containers
can be modified and converted into Primary Health Care
units. Medicare 24 can place these units in rural areas where
clinic access in not possible. These container clinics are
insulated, have indoor plumbing, and are normally placed as
a permanent clinic facility. We can convert a 6m and a 12m
container depending on the client’s requirements.

ON-SITE
CLINIC OPTIONS
Organisations with a large staff compliment usually
require that an on-site clinic be available to their
employees. Medicare 24 will layout a full turnkey
clinic solution depending on the client’s requirements.
Our clinics have a full medical staff compliment that
handles day-to-day patient care including Primary
Health Care, Occupational Health Care and Emergency
Medical Services. Medicare 24 can provide where
required a permanent ambulance fully stocked to
handle any medical emergency on the property and
surrounding areas.

MEDICARE 24 HAS AN
INTERNAL DESIGN TEAM
THAT WILL CONVERT ANY
SPACE ALLOCATED BY
THE CLIENT INTO A STATE
OF THE ART HEALTH
CARE CENTRE FOR THEIR
EMPLOYEES. OUR TEAM
IS FULLY TRAINED AND
COMPLY WITHIN A LEGAL
FRAMEWORK.
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LARGE
H E A LT H C A R E
CENTRE

The Medicare 24 team has evolved over the past
20 years and taken Health Care to new heights. We
create state of the art facilities for the public and
private sector that has proven to be very successful
in patient’s satisfaction and profitability. Medicare 24
has been researching the Health Care sector and has
come up with a turnkey concept that will change the
way we know Health Care. We at Medicare 24 believe
that everybody should have access to quality Health
Care, should you belong to a Medical Scheme or not.
These clinic facilities can be dual branded according to
funders and company requirements.
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CLINIC
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM
THE OPPORTUNITY
We have designed an in-house clinic management service like no other. This kiosk system has been
designed from the ground up taking into consideration the needs of clients and patients alike.
The system has been built to allow each individual not only access to their full medical history,
but also, the ability to forward such information to their Doctor, their employer, and any other
relevant parties the client would deem appropriate.
The management system is a unique portal enabling clients a full view of their benefits at the touch
of a button.
THE FOLLOWING MODULES HAVE BEEN DESIGNED FOR OUR CLINICS AND OUR MEMBERS:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kiosk for employees for ease of access to:
- Personal information, personal medical file, education and awareness, appointment 		
booking, access to counsellors, online medical professionals and company benefits.
Electronic patient medical file
Diagnosis per consultation
Time per consultation
Trends on illnesses
Monthly statistics
Reminders to patients for medical collection
Stock control
Wellness information
Booklets on monthly awareness topics
Posters on monthly topics according to the national health calendar
16 digit card security
One time password generated for access
Data is confidential and can only be accessed by the member or medical professional
Medical data is stored internationally and backed up for business contingency
Allows for medical files to be accessible through any of our clinic environments
Mobile phone applications
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With our extensive network of affiliates we are also able
to provide face-to-face interventions in the language of
choice for our clients’ employees.
Our professionals include the following specialists:
•
Nurses (incl. OHNP’s), Psychologists, Social
Workers, Doctors (incl. OMP’s) and Dieticians.
The clinical professionals stated above are backed
by relevant business skills that ensure a 360 degree
approach to our delivery:
•
Business Intelligence – responsible value adding
reporting
•
Client Relationship Management – responsible for
ensuring SLA compliance
•
Marketing – responsible for creating programme
awareness

“OUR BIGGEST
ASSET IN LIFE IS
LIFE...
. . .W E T R E A S U R E I T
WE BELIEVE IN
I T, W E L I V E L I F E
TO I T S F U L L E S T,
W I T H R E S P E C T,
I N T E G R I T Y,
HONESTY AND
LOYA LT Y TO WA R D S
E A C H OT H E R .”
- M I K E VA N W Y K
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G LO B A L A I D

Medicare 24 has a long standing history of service to the community, often going above and
beyond the call of duty not only in South Africa but across our borders. We take great pride in
our past and current achievements in this regard. Medicare 24’s internal staff are passionate about
helping others and assist where they can on a pro-bono basis.

CAMP QUALITY
Each year children who are fighting Cancer, are hosted by different organisations and spend a
weekend at camp. Medicare 24 is a proud sponsor of this event, supplying paramedic services on
a pro-bono basis.

BUDDY
Buddy is a very special therapy dog that works with one of our Medicare 24 counsellors. Buddy
provides healing to those who are victims of abuse or who have suffered a trauma. Medicare 24
sponsors Buddy’s food and medical bills.

ARV/HIV ASSISTANCE
Wikoppen Health and Wellness Centre and St Francis Clinic
The WHWC takes care of individuals that reside in the surrounding townships such as Diepsloot,
Lion Park and Kya Sands. Unfortunately, the HIV infection statistics in these areas are excessive.
Medicare 24 and Tsogo Sun Holdings proudly donated over R800 000 in Antiretroviral Drugs.
Medicare 24 also supported their local Clinic (St Francis) by donating R400 000.

USAID
In November 2008, we proudly tested 30 000 males in South Africa for HIV and increased the
level of awareness around the virus through various talks and information sessions.

DISASTER RECOVERY
The Importance of a Disaster Recovery Plan cannot be understated. When an unforeseen event
takes place that brings Medicare 24’s day-to-day operations to a halt, we are able to recover
quickly and continue to provide services to our clients. Medicare 24 is able to stabilise the
situation and bring operations online and operational again within 48 hours. Clients can thus rest
assured that the interruption is minimised, if not mitigated completely.

HAITI EARTHQUAKE
A team was sent to Haiti on 24 January 2010, armed with medical bags and facing the daunting
task of treating the survivors of the horrific quake. The team landed in Haiti within 38 hours after
departing from South Africa. Their primary task was clear – to provide medical treatment. They
treated approximately 400 people in one week but the scope of the medical emergency was
staggering. The team returned to South African on 1 February 2010.
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SPORTS HEROES WALK AGAINST AIDS
Sport Heroes Walk against Aids is an initiative of SABC sport presenter, Cynthia Tshaka to use
sport as a vehicle to raise awareness among the youth in terms of preventing HIV infection,
making responsible decisions and living a healthy lifestyle. Sporting heroes Baby Jake Matlala,
Willie Mtolo, Khaya Malotana, Desree Ellis, Artulu Ballosini, Daleen Terblanche, Deshun Deysel
and Lihlohonolo Ledwaba participated in the 5th Sport Heroes Walk against Aids campaign in
2006. The walk takes place over 6 days beginning in Pretoria and ending in Mafikeng in the North
West Province. Medicare 24 has been the emergency medical provider for this annual project
since its inception in 2002. Sport celebrities felt that there was a need to do something to stop
the suffering of children who were infected and affected by HIV/Aids. As a result they began to
walk from one province to the other in order to make the whole country aware of the plight of the
children and to urge fellow South Africans to share in the responsibility of caring for our children.

ASENZI YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
Asenzi Youth Development was established in February 2009 after it became apparent that
the youth of Vosloorus lacked certain life-skills. Asenzi’s vision was to nurture dreams in order
to give hope and purpose to the lives of the youth and to cultivate community involvement. In
July 2009, Medicare 24 hosted a fun day for 35 orphans and children with disabilities at Mohau’s
orphanage in Mapleton, Ekurhuleni. At the end of a fulfilling day they were presented with gifts
donated by Simelani Traders and Medicare 24. Mohau’s home is one of the longest serving homes
in Vosloorus.

TSUNAMI DISASTER (2004/2005)
Medicare 24 gathered financial assistance from South African businesses and put together a
specialised medical team which flew to Indonesia within days of the Tsunami disaster which
took place on 26 December 2004. With the blessing of the Indonesian government, the team
was sent to Malebo, a town completely destroyed by the Tsunami. The team set up emergency
clinics and treated over 150 refugees a day working closely with the United Nations, Red Cross,
Indonesian and Singapore military and Canadian relief teams. Ten gruelling days later, the rebel
unrest grew to terrifying proportions and many relief teams including Medicare 24 were relieved
of their duties due to safety concerns. Medicare 24 received a certificate of thanks from the
Indonesian Government for their relief efforts.

RTT UNJANI CLINIC-IN-A-BOX
In February of 2011, we joined hands with the RTT Group to assist in the running of the Unjani
Clinic in-a-Box initiative. This initiative was put in place in order to provide clinical services to the
disadvantaged residing in the Etwata and Wattville informal settlements. The initiative recruited
and trained members of the community to be part of the clinic operation. We managed to assist
in the running of the clinic and reduce the management fees by more than 20%.
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All information and Content in this document is the property of Medicare 24 or its licensor’s. The Content is protected by copyright laws, trademark and design rights. Any unauthorised use of
the Content will be considered a violation of Medicare 24’s intellectual property rights. unless otherwise stated in this document, Medicare 24 and its suppliers reserve all tacit and direct rights to
patents, trademarks, copyrights or confidential information relating to the Content. unless otherwise stated in this document, no Content may be copied, distributed, published or used in any way,
in whole or in part, without prior written agreement from Medicare 24, except as allowed by the limited license contained in these conditions of use. You may not, and these conditions of use do
not give you permission to, reproduce, reverse engineer, decompile, disassemble, modify or create derivative works with respect to the document.

